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Long before a thermonuclear war
can come about, we have had to lay
waste to our own sanity. we begin
with the children. It is imperative
to catch them in time. Without the
most thorough & rapid brainwashing
their dirty minds would see through
our dirty tricks. Children are not
yet fools, but we shall turn them
into imbeciles like ourselves, with
high I.Q.s if possible.

From the moment of birth, when
the stone-age baby confronts the
twentieth-century mother, the baby
is subjected to these forces of
violence, called love, as its
mother & father have been, & their
parents & their parents before
them. These forces are mainly
concerned with destroying most of
tits potentialities. This enterprise
is on the whole successful. By the
time the new human being is fifteen
or so, we are left with a being -
like ourselves. A half-crazed
creature, more or less adjusted to
a mad world. THIS IS NORMALITY IN
O U R P R E S E N T A G E.

R.D. LAING
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5 "rebellion leads us no longer to let ourselves be arranged, but to
arrange ourselves, & set no glittering hopes on institutions"

It is the realisation of yourself I am after, to provoke you to out through
indoctrinational things, & hopefully to provoke you to rebellion (in whatever way
you see fit)

And finally, good luck, I wish you well.... '

All the quotes are from Stirner (if you haven't already guessed). If you think
I've used some of Stirner out of context, tough, as it's got the message I wanted
to express over.

--— A GIBBERISH CASE FOR VEXEANISM -—--
"In short, it (eating animal flesh) reinforces dependence upon &
support for authoritarian control structures, creating a
predisposition toward stupefacation... Ecologically, socially, &
characterologically, the infestation of the flesh virus
ultimately remains the catasstrophic source of contemporary
hiocidal totalitarianism." (John Moore)

I couldn't put it better myself could you? All I know is that we need to
untangle a few knots, reject numerous lies, clear our way through thick & dense
mystifying fog & awaken from a trance centuries old before really uncovering the
meaning of the A.l.F. phrase "Animal liberation is our liberation". However, this
journey through the mind & soul is something like 5 times eternity & back again.

"Its natural to eat meat. I mean, we're born to it aren't we?
"What ?"
"Ph come on you wierdo, it's the law of the jungle isn't it?
"Is it indeed? So when was the last time you went out to hunt down the
vicious sabre-toothed pig, eh?"

I kid you not dear readers - this was a real conversation. Don't let any non-
thinking, one dimensional reactionary moron tell you what is & what isn't natural.
If we're going to talk about what it means to be natural then we need to remember
that we as human beings have a natural conscience that enables us to rationalize,
make choices, a "THINK" about how we arrive at what we are in social terms.
Unfortunately, we also have this amazing capacity to FORGET &, even more
importantly, forget that we ever forgot. we live in a complex mesh of rules,laws
d regulations. Some we tend to know & recognise but we know much less about the
extant rules against there being any rules at all. These are the hidden explosives
in the journey through the minefield towards total liberation.

‘QHere n a little model unashamedly cribbed off a well known radical psychiatrist.

Rule A: Don't do/say/think that.
Rule B: Rule A doesn't exist.
Rule S: Sole B doesn't exist.

Surely nobody is totally & irrccoverably brain dead not to understand what is
happening. “here's no hope otherwise. Incest must be natural or else why have a
law against it? Hhat's'the point in having a law to stop us from doing something
we wouldn't dream of doing anyway? Please, lets stop shuffling around in our
socially constructed, secuirity—tight defence systems which prevent us from really
living. look towards ourselves for the real us & begin the long but illuminating
road towards liberation from all the crap thats been pumped into our being from
birth, through school (real villian this one) & the slippery road down from there .
O“;

I1that does this twaddle have to do with our treatment of animals? Well you see,
instead of PEING NATURAL we learn what's natural. Killing & exploiting animals is
all part of the same complexing mess of war, bullying, concentration camps 8 fin?
chambers. Mars used to be a vegetation god, not a God of war. we're brought up to
accept a soul-destroying hetrosexual patriarchal norm by a human-potential-
restricting family unit. We learn that it's natural to buckle under authority,
follow leaders, to do one thing if you're a boy, another if you're a girl, d, of
course, eat once living flesh. But I ask you, is it really natural to live in o
Constant state of unfreedom, to follow orders blindly without questioning whore
such orders will take us, narrow our sexuality down to definitions of masculinity
d femininity, exploit, torture, butcher & consume each other & the animals we J
Share the-earth with.
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Do you know what upsets me most of all, what really tears my guts aP?r:h%

makes my head goddamn explode? Its that most people deny the existenfie O blftqn
Shit & they deny that this denial even takes place, "What are you ta_k1nS 5 °1 -
and f*ck me backwards in a baked bean can its gettlnfi W°Tse' H°" "111 Ye ever t
find the truth with a million more T.V. channels telling us what 1° thlniv 2°“ °
behave & how to relate to each other. We're killing each other & the earlheé fifider
don't know it. CHRIST, when will we ever end this trance we ve Put Qurse V '

"We like the food served up elegantly before us: we
do not want to know about the animal factories,
the slaughterhouses, & what goes on in the kiiCh8n~
Our own cities are our own animal factories;
families, schools, churches are the slaughterhouses
of our children; colleges & other places are the
kitchens. As adults in marriages & business, we
eat the product." 1

I (R.D.La1ng)

P.S.
 

Amncav - wan IT IS BY wan‘ IT 1su"r
"Anarchism seeks to preserve liberal values such as individuality,
personal freedom, autonomy, individual responsibility, & pluralism.
But it also attempts to realize such socialist values, as equality,
community, co-operation, social responsibility, & Solidarity-"

( John P. Clark)

Nicely put don't you think? Stating clearly what Anarchism is all about by using
the current political framework (liberal values, socialist values, etc) 18 8 8005 "fly
of putting across the message. But, I'm going to be a little nihilistic & empty my
tiny cluttered mind of all the things Anarchy isn't & h0P@fu11¥ the mfssade Y111_°°m°
Over just as effectively. I'm sorry, but in a crazy "°T1d Whefe I can t fitstlngulsh
between authority, parental power, macho values, state education, centralised
government, police, military, company bosses, & mass media manipulation I need to
unburden my weighty soul a little. '

The state needn't exist as it has no human worth whatsoeverr how do I know I m
right? Q 311 I can say is that it boils down to gut feelings & nothina more. I feel
that I can control my life — I know it & also I know everyone else can as well.
Anarchy is the only political theory/spiritual need that doesn't originate in any
kind of ideological interest. When freedom arrives ‘Anarchy’ as an ideologffial
concept will become obsolete. Admist the madness of the world today S°m9'h1n8 that
is only natural (a will to be free, a need to run one's own llfea 3 deslre ?°_Eet
oppressive forces off our backs) can only find a voice as an 15601053 0? P°11E1°a1
movement otherwise it would cause more fear & loathing in 980919 thad fhe "°r°
'Anarchy' already does. It's attacked by all the other power mad political
standpoints as being unworkable, inpractical & chaotic» 5°: S“PeTf1°1§117' the cause
of 'anarchy' manifests itself as just another dogmatic ideal because in a world of
labelling processes people can't understand it as anythlng 915°: _ _

Anarchy, a swirling oceanic whirlpool of endless human p03$1b11%t1eS1 °°m9S fT°m
deep within & it's something politicians, bosses & the military fan t °°mPT°hen5
because they're caught in a self-made trap which we can all do without. Its not in
ideology; its not an object to be bought & sold; its not a desire to be awkward -OT
the sake of being awkward; its not a fear of being Pushed °uY a_h1P T15ht'°“ peer
group, its not 3 trendy Studenty thing to do (Militant & Socialist worker can handle
that One), it aoesnit come from following a pseudo-spiritual/ political pop group
with more money than a sense of reality; it doesn't need a Party that SQuab?1eS f°r,t
power in 4 yearly bursts of campaign madness; it doesn't throw up hBT0@S$_1t @095“
need the dogma of an omnipotent macho being in the sky '0 5u1§e & enf?T°e 1t5}1t 6
doesn't need a lying media hachine to sweeten the stench; & finally: 1' 5°95“ t nee
pqnfigrguf long 1iStS Of Whflt it isn't. Bye. .

P.S.



5
Rugby Club Han is one smooth talker
and like all the hippest hep -cats
he has a banter all his own which
can be almost inpenetrible to the
uninitiated.Want to listen in on
that Chit—chat? well now you can
with MALCONTENT's exclusive‘ guide
to "RUGBY SPEAK".

w-‘Q9?’
"FUCKIN' SMART" - Levi Chinoes,
waistcoat, shirt and tie.

"IT'S YOUR ROUND" - If I'm going
to Have Stella, somebody else
is paying,

"WHALE" - Female, a little on
the large side.

"WANKER" - A male who is not
big, tough and macho.

"COON" - A coloured person

"GOTTA BE A PUFF" - An unmarried
middle aged man.

"FUCKIN' CRIPPLE" - An ungainly
person of some kind.

"IDIOT" - Anyone who would lend
him a tenner..
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"HEY BUANA" - Literally "Waiter"
In "Indians".

"RABBIT FOOD" - Vegetarian and
Vegan Food. Literally: “without
meat".
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REVOLUTION (Now!)
This is about Anarchist revolution.

Many people have violent images of rev-
olution. Perhaps, but the more people
that are ‘persuaded’ the better. The
more desertions from the army, police,
airforce, navy, the more organised the
food/water supply, the more organised
& powerful generally speaking the rev-
olution is, the less chance the ruling
class will have to hold onto their
power. The black flags have to fly on
every street, any'€5? design/colours
though, I'm not fussy!

Organise, agitate, liberate]
The more disrupted the ruling Class

& their agents are, the more people
will see through them & will not allow
themselves to be ordered around. The
more chance the revolution will have.

Revolution means more than picking
up guns though. It means a change in
outlooks & actions as well. It is a
social revolution, a turning around
of social & human values. Institutions,
eg: government, police, capitalism,
patriarchy etc, & conditions rest upon
deep-seated ideas. Just to change
labels & at the same time leave the
underlying ideas & values intact means
only a superficial change. Marxists
want to conquer political power, but
they cannot deliver the ‘promised
land‘ if they do. They speak of prac-
ticality, realism, & efficiency, 231
realising that these are the words of
the capitalist as well. Just as des-
tructive of real human life; no matter
who uses them.

Emma Goldman, speaking of the
failure of the Russian revolution said
"The inherent tendency of the state is
to concentrate, to narrow, & monop-
olize all social activities; the
nature of revolution is, on the con-
trary, to grow, to broaden, & dissem-
inate itself in ever wider CiT016S-
In other words, the state (government
in general - ed.) is institutional &
static; revolution is fluent,
dynamic."

Hence REVOLUTIONARY activity
could be "whatever increases the con-
fidence, the autonomy, the initiative,
the participation, the solidarity, the
equalitarian tendencies & the self-
activity of the masses & whatever
assists in their demystification"
(fiolidarity, London.)
You can't impose freedom, it has to
be learnt. B'D‘

___ __  - . ,

The Labour party is
an alternative.

pfl-Q"

f "\._

T33‘
No.4 in a series of bear-faced lies.

LAST ussrm. ADDRESSES,
Why not send SAE for info ?

A.C.F., P.0.BOX I25, COVENTRY, CV35QT.
Anarchist federation for a more organised
approach to a new revolutionary society.

D.A.M., Second Floor, 27 Priory Rd,
SHEFFIELD, ST ILW. Anarcho-syndicalists;
for the creation of revolutionary @ unions.

Vegan Action Group, Room I6, I36 Ingram St,
Glasgow, GI IEJ. Educational group, active ~
with stalls/displays.Good leaflets available.

Sunshine, c/o Raven Press, T5 Piccadily,
Manchester, MI 2BU. Distributors of lots of
good mags, books, newsheets & zines.
AGIT-PRESS ,BOX 4, 52 Call Lane, Leeds,
LS1 6DT. Printers & distributors 0F pam-
phlets, T-shirts, records....

Playitbyear, c/o john, Cortina, Kilver St,
Shepton Mallet, Somerset, BA4 5NA. Loadsa
records, tapes, mags.*.*.*.
Firebrand, BOX F, I9 Brynymor Rd, Swansea,
West G1am.To distribute books, mags &
anything else we can lay our hands on.

FIREBHAND is a portable stall, _
amongst many other things; mags, _
papers, news—sheets etc. Any
event in the Swansea region &
we'll do some distribution!
He'll probably do further afiel
as well as long as there's
somewhere to put our heads
at night.

Q.
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I ‘LAST REVIEW OF JOHN MOORE'S COLLECTION OF

"Potal revolution must go beyond ideology
to recover its roots through ecstatic visions" .

(Moore)

Moore's wonderfully mind-blowing publication is one of the most exciting
compendiums of works on visionary anarchy & revolutionary self-theory you're ever
likely to stumble across. Just the sheer act of reading it set off tinyrexplosions
of liberty in my head. What follows is, I hope, not just any old book review but
a summary of Moore's basic themes & ideas followed by my own thoughts & beliefs as
this work has greatly influenced my own anarchy.

In the first essay, ‘Towards a cultural ecology of anarchy‘, Moore tries to
Seek out a new form of ‘politics’ - the antipolitics. His main theme here is a
tearing apart & exposure of "One of the central ordering myths in Western
civilisation" - the creation scenario as depicted in the bible. In Genesis we're
dished a load of bull about the fall of humanity & how we've all had to suffer
since for our sins. For Moore we are trapped in an eternal control triangle. As
the'controlled' (the shat-upon, the enslaved, the exploited) we are knocked about
between the posts of good & evil. This fight ties religion & religious beliefs in
with all forms of politics under the control of capitalistic "needs"- eg: law V's
lawlessness for the community; Western capitalism V's Eastern communism for the
world, etc.... So basically what's been happening throughout history is a knotted
situation whereby the controlled (the proletariat, slaves & all powerless groups)
are constantly under the thumb of both the CONTROL FORCES (the hierarchical power
structure) & the COUNTER CONTROL FORCES (those who break away from the ruling
elite to take over that power structure). Us, the controlled, have continuously
been fobbed off with lies about what is wrong & what is right. This is how a coup
d'etat (a fake revolution) occurs — the controlled are promised ‘liberation’ by
the counter control scumbags from the control scumbags. Moore's anarchy, his
antipolitics, calls for "the dissolution, not the seizure, of power". I ditagree
slightly here for I believe that we, the controlled, by becoming the
UNCONTROLLABLES, will be seeking a new form of power- the power of sight to see
through the mystifying lies constantly put up by rulers, counter rulers & the
media machine & education system they control.

The fairy—tale creation set-up & acted out in the bible tell us how god puts
himself up as "the ultimate totalitarian control force" & punishes poor Adam &
Eve for listening to satan, the counter control force. What Moore mainly
concentrates on for most of this essay is the problem of how does Anarchist theory
confront existentialist problems once the ideas of God, satan, good, evil,, are
rejected. If people have, for countless centuries looked towards an authoritarian
being for hope that life & death have some meaning begin to see through the joke
& realise they've been conned, then how do we fill the vacuum left by anarchist
liberation? If we are_going to call ourselves anarchists then, for Moore, we
have to be part of a creative chaos & we need to consider the problem of
SPIRITUALITY. This reminds me of the words of Michael Bakunin:

"Let us put our trust in the eternal spirit which
destroys & annihilates only because it is the
unsearchable & eternally creative source of all life.
The urge to destroy is also a creative urge."

You see, as this whole anarchy lark stems from the will of individuals then
to destroy the social authority by which we all live we likewise need to put pay
to the internalized authority we each of us carry around in our heads. In the
essay Moore calls for an adaption of zen to break through ideology & all doctrinal
teaching 8; salvage the genuine ideals lie at IIIIB heart Of 8.11

religions & which have since been perverted by hierarchical religious structures.
Hbwever, although meditation can aid self-revolution (I've donzit a little myself)
I think mere questioning of everything we've been told thats right, natural &
normal is a great help towards realising your own anarchy. Why should we live
our lives according to stupid myths, artificial gender barriers & a patriarchal
norm?

In the Second essay, "On Ecdysis", Moore goes into more detail regarding the

L vi F
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politics & cultural significance of the temptation myth (Ithink lie is a better
word myself). Again, he prefers to approach the scenario & its hidden meanings
from his'antipolitical' perspective - Satan as the deviating revolutionary force
attempts a coup d'etat over God's authority by conning the people (the
'contro1led').

The 9¥"\b°1i¢ meal‘-iI1%’$ Of Adam 13¢ Eve's Coveringof their nakedness once they've
Egten from the tree of knowledge aremindbogglingly wild. Once they realise that

ey have been investing their sexuality for the pleasure of the great peeping
Tom in the sky, they cover "themselves" (no one forces them) with vegetational
aprons for protective purposes & which have no permanency. Then along comes
bleeding god-almighty who, as means of punishment, forces animal skins upon the
confused couple as"an instrument for indefinate encasement". God (not Cain)
commits the first primal murder by making an ecological & ethical infringement on
nature — an act nctcommitted'by Adam & Eve when they covered themselves with a
renewable resource. For a laugh have a little peek at Genesis I: 29-30 for a
description of a vegan paradise before the fall & throw it in the face of any
self-righteous bible-thumper who tells you eating meat is a natural state of
human existence.
M "What does all this have to do with Ecdysis (skin shedding)?" I hear you cry.

core draws an interesting comparison between the fall scenario & "the global
megamachine of Western civilisation". Satan came to Adam & Eve in the form of a
skin shedding serpent & their punishment for listening to it was their encasement
In a kind of 'armour' what was on the outside became internalised as the
"character armour" (see the work of Wilhelm Reich). Though Satan sgught power ha
only managed to reienforce the triangular control structure - the threat he posed
to Gods authority becomes safely contained &'usefully' defused,
P Today, youthful rebellion in the form of fashion changes doesn't alter the
Tact that we become trapped in a consumer maze. Wearing a black leather jacket
as a form of revolt doesn't destroy the mind-police we all carry within us. To
he tempted by what capitalism has to offer our genuine need to resist authority
does not bring about revolution. The streaker/stripper reclothes him/herself
iiier the token act of defiance, so the boundries of the fallscenario remain.
+~s our Internalised character armour which needs to be shed if we are to seek
éggil Anarchy. We need to;r1d ourselves of the authority sunk deep within our

I'll leave it there for now & I'll cover the other 3 essays in issue;- of
we-2. ._=_"freat mag called MALCONTENT.  J

P.S.
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PAGES ,-
tkgé This is a follow up to Gene's arti-
Lnu |. cle in No.3 - "Pictures of Pigs in

Riot Gear Sell Records". Firstly, I
- , agree that they do - to an extent'
It 5 the and we do live under a system wnion

LA promotfis theébuying atselligglof
_ 3 every ng. o s or o ng

O lgE’V_/.33?“ my ourselves" (Gene), what do we do‘?
’ I do like 'genuineness', people who

. mean what they say, understand what
c they say, 8: act on what they say.

When this happens, it can only'be
i good.

Now the relationship between the
pqge above paragraph 6: Pictures of pigs. ..

is that many people are enuine & it
can only be good (again1§ if other
people feel that & cone to develop

gQQK_R§YlEE their own anarchist understanding
through it. Anarchism doesn't come

ROOM AT THE BOTTOM pre-packaged, most of what I've read
provokes thought - hopefully
Malcontent does....

Harry 5Oldth0PP¢ You can call me an "anarchist with
a closed mind", but where I do dis-

FiPSt Pnblishfid in I959, th6 agree with Gene is that in particip-
title of this short book sting in mainstream products you are
about life on tho bP8Bdlin¢ ~helping to reinforce the ideological
is an intentional Pun 'nP°n nature of the system. "Look, listen,
the title of John Br-ain='s read, enjoy s you might be surprised
somewhat better known novel at what you find" (Ggng), 1'3 afraid
"Room at the TOP"-In it» MP-G I know what the above phrase did to
Polfitos @XP¢Pi@n¢¢$ as S¢0P- me for 20 yrs of my life. The brain-
ty. of the BPHGFOPG Un@mP1°Y- washing nature of capitalism is so
ed Assooiotion dufing the advanced that kids are sacrificed on
?0'S & 30's, and it's di$a5- the alter of authority before they've
torous effects upon his later had a chance to realise it; & later
life. on they're so brainwashed that they

' can't even realise that they might
Unenploynd again at age have been brainwashed in the first

63, Harry relates his remark- p1ace_
able experiences humorously 3°, one of the most important
and Without bitterness’ The things I can think of is the creation
Posult bfians an uncanny like" of anarchy-so I'll support Anarchist
noes to R0boPt TPBS8@1l'B ¢P- media... Gene was also saying that
1°; "The Ragged TP°nS°Ped anarchists shouldn't be inward look-
P]'1ll8.1'1thI‘Op1StS", which 1S I10 ins (in-to their 'Qwn' scgng), & ugg

moan ¢°mPaPi8°n- C°mP@11in8 knowledge to put forward the anar-"
Pending f°P an idle n°nP- chist case. Agreed, but please be

, wary of financing the bastards that
R¢PPint¢d by C0PY"GAT and would destroy us all.
&V8i1Bb1¢ fP°n FIREBRAND f°P Anarchy is freedom, from all things,
MQP Plus P+P- at all times, for the best reasons...

"I can't believe that freedom is
Just a dream, just a dream".

C. Monster
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How to smash the poll tax
THE KEY TO SMASHING the poll tax lies in a collective campaign of non-payment. The
slogan "Can't pay, Won't pay" must become a reality in working class areas all over
Britain. Work to'prepare the ground for such a campaign is already underway, Anti
Poll tax groups are being formed all over the country. Many are linked through city
wide federations drawing neighbourhood groups together. We should make one thing
abundantly clear - Non — payment of the poll tax maybe an illegal act, but we make
no apologies for breaking the law. Law is not impartial; anything that might
challenge the ability of the ruling class to ride over people is (by definition)
going to be illegal. If it's effective, it will be against their law. And in the
Case of the poll tax, non-payment is also going to be the only praceical way by
which the legislation can be defeated. N0"-Payment will become the 3rd phase in
the fight against the poll tax. The first 2 important elements are non-registration
and non—implementation.

0 PPOSING REG I ST RAT ION

Before the government can levy the poll tax, it must first compile lists of who is
liable to pay. This offers us the first opportunity to delay and obstruct the
workings of the tax. Every household will recieve a poll tax questionnaire, which
will be used to calculate the bills for all adults living at that address. The '
questionnaire will either arrive in the post, or will be brought round by a poll
tax registration officer. In Scotland, poll tax registration officers have
already started work - yet the level of opposition they are meeting in inner city
areas has already forced many of them to resign. Local councils are finding it hard
to refill the vacancies. You can hardly blame them for packing it in. They've had
doors slammed in their faces, dogs set on them and forms thrown back at them. Some
have been chased off the streets by angry residents. In Pollokshields, Glasgow,
poll tax officials needed police protection to carry out their work. Harrassing
officials maybe a very effective short-term tactic. Eventually though,every house-
hold will recieve a questionnaire. There are still numerous things that can be
done to delay things - perhaps even string it out for months.
First, you can send the forms back unopened, marked not known at this address. Or,
wait a fortnight, then write back and ask for a new form to replace the one that's
mysteriously ‘gone missing‘. You can then send it back only half completed. When
they return it to you, to fill the rest of it in, answer another couple of questions
,then send it back again. If only a few isolated individuals take this sort of
action, it will have little effect. But if hundreds and thousands of people, co-
ordinated through anti-polltax groups keep on sending forms back and forth, the
bureaucratic chaos it would cause a local council could slow their poll tax mach-
inery to s crawl. Like all action taken against the poll tax, this kind of action
is most effective if taken collectively.
Important though this part of the struggle is, it can only delay the completion of
registration. As the big brother apparatus of the government means they have access
to dozens of private files and so will eventuall have a full list of'responsib1e, Y
persons‘ liable to pay. Non-registration is only round one.

STOPPING IMPLEMENTNTION

Council workers are in a unique position to help the fight against the poll tax;
they are going to be the ones faced with putting it into practice. And, because
the poll tax will mean massive cutbacks in local council services, they'll also be
the ones faced with wage cuts, redundancies, and threats of privitisation of
services. In addition, many council workers are also very low paid, and will be as
badly hit by the poll tax as the regt of the poor. Its not surprising that many
council employees are angry and committed to taking action against the poll tax.
Any Anti-Poll Tax action inside local councils is up to rank and file council
workers. They must come together and build their own struggle, and not be put off
by union bureaucracy or officials - in solidarity with the resistance growing in
communities outside.
Council workers anger could be focused in many ways: refusing to compile registers;
refusing to issue poll tax demands; refusing to put services out to tender; spread-
ing information about poll tax snoopers; offering advice to anti-poll tax groupsin

_  
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in the area about ways to frustrate the councils machinery; sabotage eg: run magnet
over computer disk (improvisel); And, of course, all out strike action. Such
action could have a major impact on the introduction of the poll tax.

REFUSING TO PAY

1n some areas of Edinburgh up to 75% of homes are displaying ‘We won't pay the poll
tax‘ posters in their windows. That level of anger puts paid to the myth that that
there's no mood for a fight or that people won't be prepared to break the law. That
kind of community solidarity has been built through the work of local anti-poll tax
groups who've been able to bring people in a locality together.
Such groups have often started from small beginnings. A few individuals have come
together to leaflet their area, or canvass door-to-door, to gauge the level of supp-
ort for anti-poll tax action. They've then held public meetings in local halls,pubs
or community centres to discuss the implications of the tax locally and ways to beat__
it. They've then launched ‘non-payment pledges‘ and encouraged whole streets to sign,
distributed posters, information sheets and newsletters. Anti-poll tax groups in
nearby areas have sought each other out and built federations and networks that have
Bpread throughout cities. The most encouraging thing about this action is that it
is being built outside of the control of political parties or self-appointed
community leaders. It is the collective unity of our communities that is our
strengh. Anti—poll tax groups in L ~tland are now preparing to make the non-payment
campaign bite. They're pledged to stand together and protect each other. That means
being prepared to repel registration officers and resist the bailiffs. It means
ensuring that the non-payment campaign stays solid. It means stopping officials
Pressurizing isolated individuals into
Paying. And it means making the auth-
orities realise that any attempt to Q‘ _ ~—-
pick on one family or one street to
make an example of‘ will be treated as

4
\\ ' .

an attack on everyone. Those of us in " »
England and Wales must do all we can to Q I
support and learn from the struggle be- ‘
ing waged in Scotland as we prepare to ”
build the struggle in our own areas. y
THE POLL TAX CAN BE BEATEN. But it can
Only be defeated by autonomous action by
working class people outside the control
of all leaders and parties. The fight 9,‘
against the poll tax gives us an opport- \'
unity to build towards a real and lasting '

b

<!’1ITiir

sense of community in the streets, flats
and estates where we live. Our collective y
strn ,1e can help make us less isolated J
and gitatched from one another in our
separate homes. It could help forge a sen— \
He of togetherness, mutual aid and solid- "
arity, and see the emergence of real comm- ,
unity organisations. The emergence of that
sense of real community would strengthen _
our ability to take on the whole stinking \
system that spawned the poll tax in the Q ,__
first place. The fight against the poll C $1-1vifl9noloIhePo"Tax1381
tax is one part of the struggle we must
wage against the whole system of exploit- v
ntion that exists to oppress us. Our eventual goal must be to do away with that sys-
tem and create a society in which we are able to exercise real control over our lives.
A society without factory bosses or political parasites, where we will be able to
organise ourlives for the mutual benefit of all, not a small class of employers and
rich. TT-{E POLL TAX‘? c.u~1"r PAY, worm‘ PAY!

Based on "The poll tax, and how to fight it" by the A.C.F. (published Nov‘ 88).
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When i first read this letter i was hurt (i can take things much
too hard senetines). I had a feeling of helplessness, & simply could not
comprehend the reasons'behind such destructive criticism. No, it doesn't
deserve the word criticism, its just straightforward abuse. lags making
profit??? we haven't yet - not that we're aiming to. lags get sold for
anything really, a sole get given away; though we do try to get the 30
initially as we do 'need some money.

Everybody has an ego, e if you deny its existence you are only fool-
ing yourself. Perhaps the nag.is a little self-indulgent, but one of the
Joys of anarchy is its respect for individual freedom. B0, here's an open
invitation fer a couple of you (letter writer?) to come & stay in our
house for a couple of days & maybe get to know us better. Write to contact
address e we'll arrange something? Its up to you....

I still think you could have written a non-abusive letter-Black Dog.eoasaeaeaeeeeeeeasoosaeessasese
I'n so saddened.& sickened'by this scribe I really don't know where

to begin. All I can do is console myself with the writers naivety regard-
ing such matters as state eppreesion.& intervention,_egotisn, & the person-
al effort & financial strain involved in putting together a zine. Whoever
you are I really would like you to get to know us a.bit better but I'n
afraid of nesting you. You've hurt ne (yes,that includes hurting my ego
too) Iuch too Iuch for me to promise to be nice to you & welcome you
warmly into my life. So, if you do take up the invitation to cone & stay
a spell don't expect any big hugs or an offer to sleep on my floor.

"kemefiberskiddies" Anarchy is largely based on trust & I just can't
‘begin to comprehend why you think we've deliberately set out to rip you
off. I'd like to know just who‘ it is who has got the massive ego round
here. How much do you think it costs to photocopy some 500 ‘Stop press‘
explanations? Its not peanuts that's for sure

Please, read over this issue & numbers I &2 if you have access to
then & think about your petty contempt at being 30p worse off. A.litt1e
love (but not too much), Sydney.

##**##*##**#####*##=l$*#*#**####

I guess, to you, whoever you are, it would have been too much effort
to send back your copy of Malcontent. I'm very sorry you think it is
unimaginative crap, but then; using your imagination really is a lot of
bother & effort isn't it? So, lets all go to gigs & sit around & buy
things without looking at them instead. I mean; it is a little too
much effort looking at things isn't it? Better still, lets not make any
efforts at all, eh? and just sit around watching telly. Why on earth
did I do hours of hard graft on this issue when I could have done
nothing? I don't know; it's a game, isn't it?

Maybe ygg should go to the trouble & effort to think up, write,
illustrate, print a then (taxing!) sell them s send them away (with
stamps) & you might then appreciate the effort E3 go to to bring things
to poxy people like ygg,

See Ya kiddies. Gene

P ,\6[/ £L/ Box M in April. Will the ,, .  Have Malcontent been fair or foul? Readers Poll answers on a
L'T5 I VT?£ \ ‘writers please send us I9p? l2@@ZA(T Ct/41Z(/ y tpostcard to Box M, I9 Brynymor Rd, Swansea, éAI hJH.  

L‘ g,/ For as well as having no , _
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AT LA$T---- "MOGGY LISA" PART TWO

Sometime in the not too distant future,
George Bailey, a former ALF activist is
released from prison after serving ‘.30
years. The world was quite a different
place, AIDS had run wild leaving a civi
lization which relies upon bestiality
for it's sexual thrills. _

Shocked, but still determined to
go straight, George takes up residence s
with his old cohort and only real friend
Henry. in his old Brixton squat. In this
atmosphere, George goes about the bus-
iness of rebuilding his life in the
company-of his pet cat Lisa, purchased
at great expense from the black market
as a home coming present from Henry.

Though determined to stay on the
straight and narrow, George soon disco-
vers that life just isn't that simple.

CHAPTER THREE

It was now some months since George's home coming, and despite an utter
determination to remain out of trouble, his failure to find some paying
work made the oportunity to work for some of the Soho crooks with whom
he used to associate with very attractive. As a driver, he thought, he
could do errands and deliveries and never have to know what he was
involved in, well not really,'but this time he was determined to keep
his nose out. Henry's poor income from compiling, writing and selling
underground publications was barely sufficient to support George even as
a short term guest, so now the situation was growing pretty desperate.

"This cat's a wonderful thing, George, but she eats like a fuckin eleph
ant" intoned Henry eloquently in Clydeside one morning. "Do you think
she's pregnant, George?" L
"Nae, is she fuck" purred the owner as he affectionately pawed the little
creature that picked it's way among the rubble on the eternally untidy
and unhealthy kitchen surface. "You don't have a fuckin clue do you?".
He was humouous, but he had none the less registered the remark about the
cat food. However petty it might apear, it signified the increasingly
niggling fact that George was constantly in s state of cashless noes,
and this not being a perfect world, this meant one thing, he was fucked.

It was probobly this little incident that one afternoon -~
decided George to pay a little"social"call on an old.business associate.
Well, that's how he Justified it, anyway.

George parked his old Bedford van in Soho Square, and look-
ed around properly for the first tine. Beside the old Chinese lanterns
and trappings a new prospect assaulted his eyes, the old sexploitation
industry in which he had'been involved in in his weaker moments of past
life was now wildly satarized by new slogans intended to apeal to the
punter's hard-on. In place of "Girls Girls Girls" stood the almost farc-
ical legend, "Goats Goats Goats? in daygle splendour, "live Animal sex
shows" shouted their presence into the dank afternoon atmosphere. Startled *
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beyond comprehension, George literally .knew not whether to laugh or
puke. Se the world had come to this,and at this moment his old deter
mination to remain aloof from the libertarian hopes that had enliven-
ed.hin and then eventually ruined his previous existance.almost
deserted him. but swallowing his bile, he left the van and headed, not
without reservations, toward that which he discerned to be the "Orgasmo
Club Oriental" of old. If such an absurd thing be possible, the club
had become seedier, the paint upon the outside peeling, and a queerly
animal smell pervaded from the open door. I -

George stood outside the filthy club for many minutes, Just
how long, it was hard to determine, to an observer it would have
seemed an age, but to George it seemed only as seconds;as he fast
forwarded the past through his mind. In reality it was enough time for
the Autumn sky s aspect to darken considerably, making the strings of
fairy lights overhead more picturesque- and cheerful.The darkening
atmosphere too, brought the Club's interior into a clearer focus and
without his knowledge George was sucked in and fascinated. Entering,
he became as a wide eyed child, a new stranger, to whom all sights
and sounds seemed to blur as though he were about to fall into a faint.
That was until he met IcClaren.

They pracyically fell over one another in actual fact.
IeOlaren carried a bail of straw so large that it practically obscured
his view forwards, and in the narrow corridor, it was no suprise that
he bumped bodily into the absent figure of George.

The ensuing struggle woke George to reality. The first thing
he saw being not HcClaren or even the straw as he returned from the"
swoon, but some bastard behind the object who was adjusting his fly
_with a self satisfied yet somehow sickly look.

"Jesus Christ" cried the figure behind the burden until he
recognised the partner in struggle. "George!" he exploded. Managing
the burden at last and letting aside the slightly self concious fly-
nan, IcGlaren held out his hand to George; the latter grasping it
firmly, much to his own suprise. Had the rest of the world been there
or even George's conscience for that matter, they would have noted
that in this action a strange bargain had been struck. The picture was
complete, George's revulsion turned to fascination, his need into
infant lust. The hand shake, the warm greeting, (however false) was
an invitation, an invitation to make a living; and no questions asked.

*###=I#=i##i###$#¥######

The Office of Eddie lcClaren was plush in a bad taste sort of way. Even
inhis new hardened state, George was somehow releaved to see that the
old porno trappings had not been supplanted by sicko animal propaganda
his old self that would have been revolted at pornography once now
accepted it as a blissful releif to the melee of images he had witnessed
downstairs. Obediantly sitting in the presence of a master, George t
allowed the self enthralled HcClaren to hover, Cigared up, over him,
the very stuff of bad taste.

"How have you been, George, all this time
since you got out of the nick?" He adjusted variuus bad taste ornaments
"should have come to see your old mates, George, always fix you up you
know". Less time wasting but still preliminaries, only prelininaries.
"Things were bad here for a while, George, but we're back on the right
track now."

The fiddling continued,and though avoiding his gaze still,
McClaren at last addressed himself directly to the matter in hand,

1 ‘E ‘pa’-4.
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"It's a real world,'George, and to be frank, some of your old friends
and I, well, we can't help"but think you've made a bit of a mistake
in your life, haven t you? The subject remained gobsmacked, opening
the'door to McClaren s final attack. "If you'd have stuck with me
you d have not seen any trouble? his enth circuit of the room was
almost complete as he aproached George's chair from the rear: "You
got involved with the wrong crowd"... his Nottingham accent rook on
an unimpeacheable aspect..."And now that you've seen your share of the
hard times"...completing the circuit he grabbed George in a threaten-
ingly paternal way by the shoulder, and like a spider, dealt his
death blow. "...And so I'm prepared to offer you a new start, it'll
see you right, anyways."

"I want no trouble", said George, completely won over and Zombi-
fied, No trouble, Eddie."

"You stick with me", his mentor affirmed,"I'll see you right".

CHAPTER FOUR

Although his friend did not know for certain, Henry long suspected
that George might eventually fall into his old ways, before he had.
been "enlightened" as it were. So it was more by instinct than other-
wise that when George came home to the old squat that evening, Henry
knew that he had done more that day thanjust poached for a job as
usual. A
"Where's Lisa" George said protectively
as soon as he entered the old mess of
the place. It was said in an unusual
tone, in a hard and peculiar way, and
his friend felt it to be quite imperso-
nal, but he replied all the same.

"Och, she s sneaking around some-
where, searching for meesies,I expect,
Lewd knows there's enough 0' them. They
are about the only little creature
running about nowadays which don't have
some pervy a running after them. God
help them when they discover Sel1otape..
.." The sentence ended abruptly.

"Very fuckin' funny" interupted
George, "Where's my bloody cat?"

Henry was engaged in cleaning the
kitchen surface that that Lisa the cat
had dirtied that morning, and at this
uncharacteristic assault from his old
ffriend, he nearly dropped a soapy
plate he held above the sink.

Conveniently pre-empting an;awkw-
scene, a plaintive "Meeoww" issued from
a corner of the untidy room. George
persued the sound to it's source, a pile
of old clothes under which his pet lay
curled. He embrased the cat violently,
as if it had been lost for days. Henry -
clearly saw that George had now visited Read PART THREE in
the new world on their door step. "ASSASIN"

As George began to sell out his ~ '__"““'
principles in the new world, his manic
interest in the welfare of the little T eve °P ree °'“ ° a° 1°"_1 Y P ", , .,

A play of one Act (we couldn't think of any more) to be performed preferably
in a state of total intoxication (or not at all).

SCENE: A pub somawere in Europe. .
TIME: Irrelevant as this is an~in+e%leetuel~& self-indulgent load of cr*p based

upon superficial & dubious research.
CHARACTERS (in order of stupidity):

MAX STIRNER - Egoist, anarcho-individualist, cadger & known corrupter
of schoolgirls.

KARL MARX - Hell what can we say? Although a better cadger than Stirner,
he was known to be scared sh*tless of the lone wolf.

‘E1, MICHAEL BAKUNIN - Wow, what a raver & no mistake. A real pisshead to
say the least. A nice bloke whose only let down in his
character was that he was a known Tsarist spy ??

P.J.PROUDHON - Known to his pals as Sid the sexist. His famous phrase -
"My conscience is mine, my justice is mine, & my freedom
is a sovereign freedom". Originally ended with "... & my
wife's anybody's for a good price".

LENIN - No comment.
PETER KROPOTKIN - In the history books it is written that he & Bakunin

NEVER MET? but read on for procf'to the contrary.
Enter Stirner,complete with a newly styled mohican hair do.

STIRNER - (scans empty pub) Well, I'm in for a whale of a time with myself tonight.
STIRNERS EGO - Mine's a pint scumbag.

Enter Marx
<

STIRNER - You're an obnoxious bast*rd & no mistake (gobs on Marx).
MARX - (picks residue from beard ) You scruffy sod Stirner. No wonder you're alone.
STIRNER - (flags Marx) F*ck off you stuffy bourgeois bastard.

3tirner goes to a table in a corner merrily singing "Egotist in the U.K.,I'm
coming some time maybe, I am an egoist".
Enter Lenin, he would have been early but his train was late.

MARX - Hello kid. Have you read "Das Kapital" yet?
LENIN - I'd nearly read it for the 17th time when Stirner nicked it for beg roll.

Stirner smiles, as he thinks how much better than newspaper it is.
MARX - Come on, I'll cheer you up with a pint, Engels giroday tomorrow!

Bakunin, Kropotkin & Proudhon arrive together. A merry band of fellows who
have just been feasting on Mrs Proudhofis cooking.

KROPOTKIN - I'll get these in lads, ‘The Times‘ coughed up my dough today.

They all join Marx & Lenin around a large table in the middle of the room.
Stirner is still in the corner, happily singing " 1,2,3, G0, I've 80* an 88°;
It won't let me go, what am I gonna do ?" to himself.

KROPOTKIN - Come over & join us Maxi - babes.

Stirner promptly replies with a moon & a guff.

MARX - How on earth can he be an Anarchist ?
BAKUNIN - (beer can bouncing off his bonce) His sort give us a bad name.
KROPUTKIN - I can see his point though, the individual has the right of self-

determination & expression.

Kropotkin dodges a flying bogey which lands in Lenin's pint.
PROUDHON - (having a dig at Marxism) Marxism is too authoritarian, people will

neve d l f d f t‘ ‘f the are ke t in bondage
t b hi t ‘ STIRNER - (shouting across the room) You dirty f*cker! What about women 5 rights ehCF68 UPC SOOI1 608.1110 S 0116 011110118 .-- _ ‘ '

hold upon reality. G E N E PROUDHON - She's got the perfect right to stay in the kitchen , if she has a mind
to do so, which she hasn't. _

STIRNER _ & I've got the perfect right to do this (gob5 in Proudhofis direction)



MARX - (authoritarianly butting in as 1181131) But Y°“'11 “eve” ‘mange anything‘
LENIN - Yeahh daddyeo. _
BTIRNER - Arselicker. _ ‘ 1 r th
MARI - Just look at that (points to S’°11""°*‘ “h°'° “°" Spray °a““i“g®:‘+®5 °“ e

walls), thats what Anarchy is.
LENIN - & the trains will never run on time-
MARX a. That's my boy.

Stirner, totally pissed off withtheir miniscule minds by th1B Point! runs
over to Lenin & Mar!-

STIRNER - Here's your favourite colour shit for brains (&rtiBti°a11¥ BPTEYB tham red)
BAKUNIN - (rises & advances his massive bulk towards Stirner) The urge to destroy

is also a creative urge.
sir-_[RNg;R.. (In a squeaky voice) Oh Sh*t (runs back to his corner)

A Barman rings bell. End of round one.

BAKUNIH - (to Marx) Surely that was worth a gallon? 1_ )
MAR; - (10 Lenin) Get ‘em in sonny (Lenin obsequiously comp ies
STIRNER _ (to Lenin “no.8 new at the bar) Mine's a double vodka pinko.

, ' gf t th
Proudhon & Kropotkin are discussing anarchist °?mm“n15T 1° ree a?ceSs 0 tie
means of 11ve1ihood, which begins to bore Bakun1n & Stirner especially, 80 Y

. . ' d Stihave a drinking race... Bakunin downs his pint of brandy in 3 secon 89 Tner
his bitter shandy in 8.

STIRNER .. Hhere do :r'1>\1t it y'fa’¢ bastard’-’ I 1m°"‘ I "‘°“ a“T"aY' .
BAKUNIN _ (shaking his head) You live in cloud-cuckooiland you silly wanker-
STIRNER - Well we all do it don't we? Espeoisllr Marl.
BAKUNIu,_ Yeahh! Gimme 5 my man (putting Ou$_hl8 hand fOT some skin).

STIRNER - You can have 4 & thats being sen0r0u$-
v &Marx & Lenin work out how much a pint should really °°9to 1°‘ minus tax

profit. It comes to around 5p. .
STIRNER - Well that was fu*king useless wasn't it?r - ' h h t play pool.
BAKUNIN ' (to Kropotkln) Come on’ I 11 S ow you ow c°( 1 = Evil grin cracksSTIRNER _ (nudging Marx) How ‘bout a game of doubles. Marx pa cl.

across Stirners mush) Darts then ‘? (Marx faints).
- R ' thEnter Emma Goldman (sorry we forgot to he!‘ in the 0hH.g,Ct$r 11st is

crock of sh*t is made up as we go.)
PBOUDHON - Look at the tits on that then. _ t

_§T1§§ER - Oi hardhon, thats my girlfiend‘your referring o. h h rt
-- foot rapidl approaching Stirners knackers - the part where is 65° u 5EMMA ( Ymost) lam not YOUR girlfiend. (foot reaches target).

Rest of the room explodes into raPtuT°u5 cheering & applause‘
_ 0 8

STIRNER Y bastards‘ - fit‘ er clutching his balls in HQORYMarx rises from his comotosed state & sees 1TH
MARX - (looking up to heaven) '1-‘h°"° ‘S a g°d' \)5¢..\¢.sS

rm d,,.\o"5
Parangid EL the Black DOge O

Or is it” We know nobody will want to continue this historical saga. IUT, We. t h
‘ll if bod else does & I warn you. they'll be €0ifl8 to a f°°*b:;1S:;.°_aD twi n0 Y 9 _ . t k. -th

in g bus next. Every entry gets the ‘revolutionary gif P30 "1 C)
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from issue 2 - design an
anarcho pub challenge
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Musics loud, thi ‘pub’ is free ('free' having various meanings - donations
accepted though. ), Margaret Thatchers dead body is the toilet, the pub is
free from pollutional areas, & its a squat (converted from an old wooden
hut into this glorious specimcn'by the people.)
The cellar is full of fellow anarchists, reducing bombs, ready for the
arrival of the local tax inspector (GRRRI) The games room is full of the
most sicklyest people (vivisectors, capitalists etc) in the flesh, for us
to interrogate. The pub will, of course, have a creche, for any small kids.
There will be live music on of course (PUNK; in the biggest part of the pub.
They'll be room for everyone (within reason to stay. If you get sick of
the twangful noise, you can have a wander around the wonderful surrounding
countryside, without the feeling of being attacked. I'm not writing no
more, because it'll be crass.
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